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National Coppice Federation first AGM !
NEWSLETTER No 47 Spring 2013
Fears that the National Coppice Federation’s
first national meeting would descend into an indepth discussion on twilly holes were not
founded and the initial voting in of 10 committee
directors from different parts of England and

Good turnout for the formation of NCfed

one from North Wales went very smoothly.
The whole weekend was very enjoyable with
great site visits to Sherwood Keogh's three storey
woodland house, lovely hazel coppice featured in
the ‘Worcestershire woodin’ book, Toby and
Alley Allen’s area of sweet chestnut coppice (see
the long picture to the right) and also a visit to
Dave Jackson’s spot. The Saturday evening was a
good mixture of eating venison and a bloke telling

us to kill more deer, while
Doug Joiner (chairman of the
Horseloggers Association)
kept the throng lubricated with
cask beer and 7% cider. The
committee members voted in
were:Rebecca Oaks
Coppice Association North West
Chair (next AGM coordination)
Toby Allen
Hereford ,Treasurer
Richard Thomason
Small Woods Association
(Co opted)
Secretary (Launch)
Ian Baldwin
Sussex and Surrey
Toni Brannon
Hampshire (membership)
Dave Jackson
Malvern Hills (website)
Paul Vodden
Dorset (Launch)
Carolyn Church
Northamptonshire (Launch)
Helen Waterfield
North Wales
Brian Williamson
Gloucestershire (special event)
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COMMITTEE 2012
Walter Lloyd
President
Lakeland Willows,
Fairfview Lane,
Staveley in Cartmel,
Ulverston, Cumbria LA12 8NS
M 0774 005 3794
SAM ANSELL
Chair
The Wood Yard,
Eller Howe,
Lindale,
Grange over Sands
Cumbria LA11 6 NA
M 07990 952473 E
secretary.canw@googlemail.com
REBECCA OAKS
Vice-chair
93, Silverdale Road
Yealand Redmayne
Carnforth
LA5 9TD
Tel: 01524 781375
Email; rebacca.oaks@btinternet.com
BRIAN CRAWLEY
Treasurer
11a Merefell Road
Bolton Le Sands
Carnforth LA5 8EX
Tel: 01524 903583

TWIGGY
209 Chorley Road
Blackrod,
Bolton
BL6 5LJ
M 07734 353 202
Email stiggytwiggy@hotmail.com
EDWARD MILLS
5, Beech Court
Birkrigg Park High
Carley Ulverston
Cumbria
LA12 0UH
(W) 01539 488802 (H) 01229 582551
Email:edward@woodisgood.co.uk
IAN TAYLOR
Newsletter Editor
Ramree , Brigsteer
Road , Kendal , LA9
5DY
(W) 07813 696161 (H) 01539 738835
Email : iantaylor@uk2.net
JIM MILLER
Hopefield House,
Lowick Green
Ulverston, LA12 8EA
T 01229 885285 E jymmiller@hotmail.com
OFFICE
c/o Cumbria Woodlands
River Mill,
Staveley Mill Yard,
Staveley,
Kendal
Cumbria LA8 9LR
Tel. 01539 822140
Fax. 01539 822443
Email: canw@coppicenorthwest.org.uk
Web site:
www.coppicenorthwest.org.uk

Events
21st July Cumbria Forestry Festival
Hutton in the Forest, near Penrith
9am-5pm. It’s the first time Cumbria Woodlands have run an event of
this size and we’ve already had a lot of comments that it is long overdue
for Cumbria. It’s going to be a celebration of our hard-working and
passionate forestry sector. One of the main attractions will be the annual
UK Loggers Competition - http://ukloggers.co.uk/ The nationallyrecognised logging competition will feature the felling of 35 high
standing timber poles within an arena, which will then be moved around
the site using various methods such as:
• Local horseloggers
• Forcat Skidder
• Oxtrac skidder
• Tractor and trailer winch
• Alstor 8x8 forwarder
The timber will be delivered to a range of different machinery such as a
Woodmizer sawmill, Truncator sawhorse, Cordmaster firewood
processor, woodchipper and blowing machine and charcoal barrels,
where demos of timber production will take place. This will demonstrate
the chain of harvesting a sustainable resource, through to the end uses of
wood. The Festival’s aims include raising awareness within the forestry
sector of a variety of equipment, techniques, innovation and networks, as
well as educating the general public about the sustainability of locally
produced timber products, woodfuel, woodland management and the
benefits well managed woodland can bring.
We are inviting over 100 forestry contractors, equipment providers,
biomass producers and greenwood workers to exhibit and demonstrate
on the day, and we will not be charging a fee for stands. Entry and
parking will also be free. It is hoped that we will attract in the region of
2000 – 3000 people and there will be a wide range of entertainment
including the logging competition, various timber and greenwood craft
demos, an archery range, a local folk band and forest storytellers telling
tales of The Green Knight of Hutton, as well as a real ale tent and many
local food stands.
Members wanting to demonstrate at the show should contact
Sarah Rose at Cumbria Woodlands 01539 822140/822439 or
Email to sarah@cumbriawoodlands.co.uk
18th August - Torver show
Alison Bolt from Torver Show is looking for demonstrators
preferably with their own shelter for this traditional show. There’s no
appearance money but no stand fees. Contact Alison on 01229 837680
Or via www.lakelandcountryfair.co.uk
2nd-6th September - BHMAT Woodland Pioneers
For details see the BHMAT website
15th September Woodland Event at Stott Park Bobbin mill,
demonstrators wanted and theres also an earth burn on.
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NCFED agm cont.
One of the benefits of several visits by
CANW members to other regions has been that
most of the new committee members are known to
us and have long service in coppicing.
During the weekend attendees could write
comments under various headings such as how
much should subscriptions be, what should be the
aims of the federation. The main suggestion was
that the federation should be a pressure group,
communicating with government and large
organisations like the Forestry Commission and
being a central point to comment on all things
coppice.
So the NCFed is now up and running and there
will be an official launch in London sometime in
September.
Away from the official business were some
great visits. First off was Toby and Alley Allen’s
enormous cut area of sweet chestnut.

Next visit was Sherwood Keogh’s round pole
house. Sherwood gave us a talk about the process
he’s been through to get planning for his
woodland house, and was refreshingly honest
about how the project went ahead and confessed
that if he was making it again it would be smaller.
The house was three storeys with the ground floor
being a workshop, and the top two storeys for
living accommodation.
Near to where the conference took place
wasthe largest crook frame barn in the universe.

Sherwood Keogh’s enormous house left and
Enormous barn on the right.
We also got to visit incredible Hornhill hazel
coppice featured in ‘Worcestershire woodin’.
Alley fielding questions on sweet chestnut

They produce split posts, chestnut paling
fencing and firewood and do it in large quantities.
We also had a demo of a Cundy peeler that
took the bark off sweet chestnut poles. It didn’t
seem that fast for £12k and I’m sure wouldn’t be
much faster than Brian Crawley when the oak is
peeling.

Hows that for tidy! And we got to have a go at
axing with tips from a pro. All in all a great
couple of days, thanks to Dave Jackson and the
rest of Malvern Hills Coppice group for getting
the National Federation off to such a good start.
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of the location of the pitsteads the they
may only return to every ten or twenty
years. The crabs were very easy to see
in the spring with their pink blossom.

.Moss and Height Spring Notable Tree

Survey
Mapping of ancient trees in Moss and
Height Spring Wood is a requirement of
the Forestry Commission management
grant for the wood. Previous surveys of the
trees had been carried out in 2002 and
2004 under the control of the Woodland
Trust at that time. Although no trees were
found that were large enough to be registered on the Ancient Tree Hunt website the
details of six oak trees and six yew trees
were recorded in 2002 and a holly was
added to the list in 2004.

The next tree was the first of the oaks of
the previous record and had changed
only insignificantly. The northern area of
Moss Wood was completed with the
checking of four other previously recorded oak trees and the additional listing of
one more substantial oak, an impressive
scots pine, a substantial coppice birch, a
sad rowan with new sucker growth and
another fine crab apple with its probable
pitstead.
Beginning to run a bit short of time we
decided to just locate and look at trees
that would be of interest without detailed
recording in Height Spring Wood. I had
been aware of the next one for some
time, it being Jim’s favourite crab apple
with much larger and yellower apples
than usual. It also has its adjacent pitstead. Another crab was followed by a
previously recorded oak and multistem
holly merged together, quite interesting.
This was at the start of a considerable
area of previously recorded yew trees at
the end of which we found a very substantial with much branching holly that
was well worth noting.

Jim’s favourite crab apple with pitstead.

Myself, Lorna Singleton, Mark Basey-Fisher
and Vanessa Champion, who is the verifier
for the Ancient Tree Hunt in this area, assembled at the entrance gate to the wood
on a cold but dry March morning. After a
quick look at the records and map of the
13 trees previously recorded and a brief
resume by Vanessa of the requirements of
a tree for ATH listing we set off into the
wood to see what we could find. We had
previously decided that we were looking
for ‘notable’ trees as well as ‘ancient’ and
very soon spotted the first crab apple that
fell (not literally) into this category as we
proceeded up Moss Wood. There is a notion that crab apple trees and charcoal
pitsteads frequently occur together and a
possible adjacent pitstead could be seen.
Bill Hogarth was reported to have said that
the old colliers used the crabs as indicators

Intriguing merged holly and oak
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Further south were some more yew,
oak and scots pine, one of which was
the largest girth trunk we had found
and thought to be worth adding to the
Ancient Tree Hunt by Vanessa.

Chairs Report 2013
We have been kept very busy this year with all the
events that have taken place. The profile of CANW
has defiantly been upped, helped along by our
webmaster Tony Morgan, keeping the website updated
and relevant, cheers. The past year has been a bit of a
blur and I think a very good one for the association
with events at Farfield Mill and WITW 12 being a
huge success. Our umbers have increased and there’s
money in the bank and there’s lots of things happening
which bodes well for the next few busy years.
The event at Farfield raised the profile of coppicing
and its related crafts here in the North West. I hope
members have benefited from this event and they will
have an opportunity on a smaller scale to be involved
with an exhibition at Farfield this year.
WITW 12 was another success, combined with the
woodland Olympics, it was fully booked and the
weather stayed good until the pack up on Sunday.

Impressive scots pine on top of hill

Returning back up through
Height Spring we noted more oaks, one
large twin trunk growing in the boundary wall that had been highlighted by
Jackie Dunne after the previous surveys. Also spotted were more crabs,
scots pines and three substantial
beeches, two of them alongside the
BOAT on the way out of the wood. I
returned a week later with my daughter and friend to take more detailed
notes and photos and recorded a few
extras like another merged oak and
holly, the super coppice ash by the ride
widening and the coppice alder alongside the BOAT that Bill Hogarth used to
point out to visitors to the wood. A few
tweaks are still needed to the details
but I can email the records to anyone
particularly interested.

Moss and Heights Spring woods I hope you will agree
has also been a success with work days throughout the
year. These have helped new members especially to
meet and share skills and stories with existing
members. The work carried out this year includes ride
widening, oak bark peeling, an earth burn and snigging
to name a few. I hope this has given members a chance
to see different ways of managing woods and time to
catch up with each other over a brew.
Although the year was a busy one for CANW the
weather did put a downer on coppice business. The wet
weather meant charcoal sales were few and far
between and many local shows were cancelled due to
ground conditions. Let’s hope this year is a sunnier,
drier one!
Finally I would like to thank all the committee for
their hard work, humour and support over the last
three years.

Thank you
Twiggy.
Twiggy has completed her three years now and
Sam Ansell has taken over .

Brian Crawley
April 2013
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Weekend in the Woods 2013
Rain

Stick chairs with James Mitchell (left) and longbows
with Tony Saunders
Blacksmithing with Shaun Bainbridge

Twiggy leading the ‘slave horse’ course, students
glazing over under the harsh regime

Bowl turning with Peter Wood

Willow with Helen Elvin (left)
And gate hurdles with Mike Caswell
It was a wet weekend this year and got very wet on
Sunday. Everyone seemed to enjoy themselves
despite the weather. This was probably due to being
fuelled by great food from Lynn and Mike
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CAagm13
COPPICE ASSOCIATION North West
Minutes of the AGM held at 7pm on Friday 15 February 2013 at Sprint Mill,
Burneside, Cumbria.
1.Apologies
Aplogies were received from Michael Wallwork, Gareth Thomas, Jim Miller, Tilly the dog, Walt Sharkey and Tony Saunders. 28 members were
present.

2. Minutes
Minutes of the AGM held on 27th January 2012 were taken as read.
There were no matters arising from the previous minutes.

3. Report of the Committee for 2011.
a) Chairs Report 2012 - attached.
b) Treasurer, Brian Crawley presented the audited Income and Expenditure Account for 2012 and explained the figures. A copy of the report is
attached.
The Report was accepted nem. con. Copies of the Report will be circulated with the next Newsletter.
The treasurer suggested that CANW provide continuing financial support to BHMAT and the Farfield Mill Exhibition. The meeting was in general
agreement.

4. Elections
a) President
The Chair proposed Walter Lloyd should be invited to continue as President for 2012. Agreed nem. con.
b) Committee
Twiggy stood down as Chair after serving 3 years, and Sam Ansell stood down as Secretary. Thanks were recorded for their work in these roles.
The following members of the committee were proposed and elected unanimously:
i. Chair: Sam Ansell
ii. Vice-chair: Rebecca Oaks
iii. Members of Committee: Grace Holland (Secretary), Brian Crawley (Treasurer), Edward Mills, Ian Taylor, Twiggy, Jim Miller and Mark
Basey-Fisher.
It was noted that Tony Morgan would continue to be co-opted to the committee to manage the website, and that Sam Robinson and Lorna
Singleton would continue to serve as co-opted apprenticeship representatives. Thanks were recorded to Grace Holland for offering to take on the role
of Secretary.

5. Moss and Height Spring Woods
The Chair noted that the woodland has been a very positive aspect of the Associations work – with plenty achieved in the woods and good turnouts
on workdays. There is now a comprehensive management plan for the woods thanks to RO, and £16,000 of grant funding over the next 5 years. IT
suggested a £10 per person expenses claim for volunteer work in the woods. SR and LS have been managing coupes in the wood and need to work
out how and if they will distribute material to members/volunteers. The committee agreed to discuss the work schedule for the next year at the next
meeting. LS suggested that we incorporate more craft/skills training into the work days. RO will continue to look into track
maintenance/improvement, with the possibility of 60% funding. P Freeman commented that the work days have been a great opportunity for
members to get to know each other. There will be a veteran tree survey orgsanised to which apprentices will be invited. Jackie Dunne will undertake
a tree safety survey. Work days were scheduled for the 13th March (IT) and the 23rd March (RO).

6. Events 2013
a) Weekend in the Woods 2013 (11th and 12th May) is booking up well and two courses are already full
b) The exhibition at Farfiled Mill will run from the 12th April until the beginning of June, with Demonstrations on both bank holiday weekends.
c) There will be an inaugural meeting of the National Coppice Federation on the 26th and 27th April. RO has been chairing the steering group and the
hope is that CANW members will be automatically enrolled. CANW has been asked to provide a donation to help with the costs of the event. There
will be a £20 booking fee which will cover the costs of camping, food and refreshments. There will be an opportunity at the meeting to nominate and
elect committee members. The CANW committee agreed to discuss the implications for members at their next meeting.
d) BC mentioned a project to do an earth burn at a “wonderful woodlands” event to be held at Stott Park bobbin Mill on the weekend of the 15th
September.

7. Stott Park
The CANW display area at the bobbin mill will be moved and re-vamped. SR offered to help sort it out. The mill was also looking for bobbin wood.

8. A.O.B
a) Tony Saunders was looking for straight clean ash for longbows.
b) Ian Hunter from the Merz Barn mentioned his project, and invited CANW members to become involved in the museum/craft display centre.

c) D Noblett mentioned the availability of Celox granule powder for closing up large chainsaw wounds.
9. Next Meeting
The meeting recorded its thanks to the hosts Edward and Romola Acland for providing a great venue. It was agreed to hold the AGM
there again in January 20
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workshop. It was fascinating to see what spoons
different crooks will produce and how to make the
most of them with even a slight bend being useful for
eating spoons. Some of the time was spent in formal
teaching, some was an exchange of ideas but often it
was simply the atmosphere and experience of being
with a skilled and accomplished maker and having
them look at my work which provided the learning.
Often I was experimenting or trying new techniques
and so came home with a surprisingly small amount of
finished items for such a lot of hours working but far
more important was all the information and skills I
brought home. I am now full of new ideas and
inspirations which I will be incorporating into my
existing work as I produce pieces for three exhibitions
this summer.

QEST Scholarship Spoon Carving
Trip to Sweden – Steve Tomlin
In April I spent 3½ weeks in Sweden living and
working with Fritiof Runhall, a greenwood spoon
carver after being awarded a Queen Elizabeth
Scholarship.
The Queen Elizabeth Scholarship Trust (QEST) is
the charitable arm of the Royal Warrant Holders
Association and aims to support craft through
funding for training. This is awarded to craftspeople
the fund feels have achieved a high level of skill and
will go on to contribute to the excellence of British
craftsmanship in their field. I was nervous heading
down to London with my spoons for an interview in
front of an eight-person panel but it was an
exhilarating 20 minutes and seemed to do the trick as
I was awarded the money for my trip to Sweden and
am now very proud to be a QEST Scholar which I
hope will help raise the profile of greenwood
working in the UK.
I first met Fritiof when I attended one of his spoon
carving courses in Edale in 2011 and then taught
alongside him at Spoonfest 2012. He’s a charismatic
teacher with crisp carvings and a brilliant eye for
design. His work and teaching had already had a
strong influence on my carving and I’d been
determined to work with him again.

As well as working with Fritiof I had the opportunity
to learn to make birch bark boxes with Ramon Persson
whose boxes are highly sought after and Beth Moen,
head of woodwork at Saterglantan Craft School and a
bowl carver. We also visited the Nordiska and Skansen
museums in Stockholm and the Vastergotlands
Museum in Skara to see old examples of spoons,
boxes and bowls.
The 3½ weeks passed quickly but were filled to the
brim. Enthused by each other we worked every day,
often continuing well into the night either with making
or discussing designs and ideas and even the night
before I left we were still making on the kitchen table
at midnight.
Find out more about my work and courses at
http://stevetomlincrafts.wordpress.com

The aim of the trip was to develop my own skills so
we concentrated on carving spoons and bowls with
sessions also on shrink pots and decorative
techniques such as incised carving and painting.
Fritiof’s main work is spooncarving, working mostly
with natural crooked wood and we spent some time
in the woods cutting stock before taking it back to the

Next issue
Deadline March 21st
Any articles gratefully received.
Preferably by email with pictures seperate.
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